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Some Toyota Camrys are equipped with a Lexus-style alarm system that will re-
lock the door as fast as you can unlock it when using traditional car-opening tools.
This type of alarm system can be very frustrating to deal with, especially if you are
working alone.  In some cases it may be easier to gain access to the inside of the
car through the trunk - particularly if the keys are locked inside the trunk.  The TT-
1029 tool can unlock the trunk in a matter of seconds, even if the inside trunk
release has been "locked-out" by removing the key from the trunk lock in the hori-
zontal position.  The tool works by activating the emergency release mechanism
that is designed to prevent a child from becoming trapped inside the trunk (Photo
One).  This release mechanism is standard equipment on these vehicles.

Step 1 - Begin by removing the left-hand screw that secures
the license plate to the car (Photo Two).  

Step 2 - Insert the tip of the tool through the screw-hole and
guide the tool into the interior of the trunk lid (Photo Three). 

Step 3 - Guide the tool down until the handle of the tool is
vertical and almost touching the trim around the license
plate light (Photo Four).  

Step 4 - Probe with the tip of the tool until you feel it hook
onto the linkage and then pull up on the tool to unlock the
trunk (Photo Five).  After the vehicle is unlocked, replace the
license plate screw.

Step 5 - After the trunk has been opened, access to the pas-
senger compartment can be gained by releasing the seat-
back latch and folding down the seat.  A latch is centered in
each section of the folding seat-back near the upper edge of
the trunk cavity.  The latch can be located easily by feel or
visually, if there is room in the trunk.  To release the latch,
insert a small screwdriver on the left-hand side of the latch
mechanism from inside the trunk and pull down.

NOTE - The front door of this vehicle can also be unlocked
with the Jiffy-Jak Entry System. In addition, the TT1015 tool
can be used to unlock the rear door. See “Steve Young’s
Quick Entry Car Opening Manual” for more information for
alternate methods for unlocking this car and many others.
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